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Abstract: Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) assume that mobile nodes volunteer collaborates in order to work
appropriately. This Cooperation is a cost-intensive activity and some nodes can refuse to cooperate, leading to selfish
node behaviour. Thus, the complete network performance could be seriously affected. The use of watchdogs is a wellknown mechanism to detect selfish nodes. However, the detection process performed by watchdogs can fail, generating
false positives and false negatives that can induce to wrong operations. Moreover, relying on local watchdogs alone can
lead to poor performance when detecting selfish nodes, in term of precision and speed. This is especially important on
networks with sporadic contacts, such as Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), where sometimes watchdog’s lack of
enough time or information to detect the selfish nodes. Thus, Collaborative Contact-based Watchdog (CoCoWa) is
proposed as a collaborative approach based on the diffusion of local selfish nodes awareness when a contact occurs, so
that information about selfish nodes is quickly propagated. As shown in the paper, this collaborative approach will
make the selfish node as trusted node by using AODV protocol and provide better security.
Keywords: CoCoWa Architecture, Watchdog, Delay Tolerant Networks, Trust model, Security, Routing Protocol, and
AODV.
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE MANET
Recent advancements in wireless communication and the
miniaturization of computers have led to a new concept
called the mobile ad hoc network (MANET), where two or
more mobile nodes can form a temporary network without
need of any existing network infrastructure or centralized
administration.[1] Even if the source and the destination
mobile hosts are not in the communication range of each
other, data packets are forwarded to the destination mobile
host by relaying transmission through other mobile hosts
which exist between the two mobile hosts. Figure.1.1
shows that how the messages are sending from source to
destination in MANET. Since no special infrastructure is
required, in various fields such as military and rescue
affairs, many applications are expected to be developed for
ad hoc networks.
In ad hoc networks, since mobile hosts move freely,
disconnections occur frequently, and this causes frequent
network partition. If a network is partitioned into two
networks due to the migrations of mobile hosts, mobile
hosts in one of the partitions cannot access data items held
by mobile hosts in the other. Thus, data accessibility in ad
hoc networks is lower than that in conventional fixed
networks. In ad hoc networks, it is very important to
prevent the deterioration of data accessibility at the point
of network partition. A possible and promising solution is
the replication of data items at mobile hosts which are not
the owners of the original data.

For example, let us suppose a situation where a research
project team engaged in excavation work constructs an ad
hoc network on a mountain. The results obtained from the
investigation may consist of various types of data such as
numerical data, photographs, sounds, and videos. In this
case, although it is useful to have the data that other
members obtained, it seems difficult for a mobile host to
have replicas of all the data.

Figure 1.1: MANET

II. COCOWA
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) assume that mobile
nodes controlled collaborate in order to work properly.
CoCoWa (Collaborative Contact based Watchdog) is a
new scheme for detecting selfish nodes that combines
local watchdog detections and is used in the dissemination
of information on the network. If one node has previously
Since mobile hosts generally have poor resources, it is detected a selfish node it can transmit this information to
usually impossible for them to have replicas of all data other nodes when a contact occurs. In this method, nodes
have second hand information about the selfish nodes in
items in the network.
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the network. The goal of this approach is to reduce the is, it receives a Negative about the selfish node, and a
detection time and to improve the precision by reducing Positive about the other nodes. Thus the above Behaviour
the effect of both false negatives and false positives.
as the maliciousness probability. Several aspects that can
A selfish node usually denies packet forwarding in order to affect this probability is given below.
save its own resources. This Behaviour implies that a 1) The reception of information, considering that not all
selfish node neither participates in routing nor relays data
contacts produce this reception. This aspect is similar to
packets. [5]A common technique to detect this selfish
the collaboration degree (that is, the pc parameter), but
Behaviour is network monitoring using local watchdogs. A
an increase of communication range of the malicious
node’s watchdog consists on overhearing the packets
nodes will increase the information reception.
transmitted and received by its neighbours in order to 2) The malicious nodes do not have information about all
detect anomalies, such as the ratio between packets
nodes; so, in order to send a positive/negative about a
received to packets being re-transmitted. [4]By using this
node, they must have contacted this node previously or
technique, the local watchdog can generate a positive (or
have received a message from other nodes.
negative) detection in case the node is acting selfishly (or
not) It is based on the combination of a local watchdog 3) Another issue to consider is the proper generation of
wrong information, for example when receiving a
and the diffusion of information when contact occurs
positive of a node that is not a selfish node. [35]From
between pairs of nodes. [34]A contact is defined as an
the receiver point of view, a perfect malicious node will
opportunity of transmission between a pair of nodes (that
always provide wrong information. In this case, the
is, two nodes have enough time to communicate between
malicious node, in order to send wrong information,
them).
must know the state of each node. In other words it must
Assuming that there is only one selfish node, the figure 2.1
have a perfect local watchdog (about the node it
shows how initially no node has information about the
contacts).
selfish node. When a node detects a selfish node using its
watchdog, it is marked as a positive, and if it is detected as 4) MAC layer selfish misbehavior in IEEE 802.11 ad hoc
networks. In such networks selfish nodes can
a non-selfish node, it is marked as a negative. Later on,
manipulate the following MAC layer parameters to
when this node contacts [2]another node, it can transmit
enhance their channel access probability:
this information to it; so, from that moment on, both nodes
store information about this positive (or negative) Duration of the rest of the transmission (or the remaining
detections.
transmission duration), SIFS (Secret Internet Fatties)
The Diffusion module has two functions: the transmission duration, DIFS (Distributed Inter-Frame Space) duration,
as well as the reception of positive (and negative) and back off time.
detections. [6]A key issue of this method is the diffusion Specifically, when sending RTS or DATA frames, by
of information. As the number of selfish nodes is low increasing the included duration value, a selfish node can
compared to the total number of nodes, positive detections claim to occupy the channel for a longer period to prevent
can always be transmitted with a low overhead. other normal nodes from contending for the channel.
Transmitting only positive detections has a serious
[10]A selfish node may also choose a smaller SIFS
drawback: false positives can be spread over the network
duration so as to finish its current transmission quickly to
very fast. [7]Thus, the transmission of negative detections
initiate the next one. [11]In addition, by setting DIFS to a
is necessary to neutralize the effect of these false positives,
smaller value after sensing the channel idle, a selfish node
but sending all known negative detections can be
will wait for a shorter time interval to start the back off
troublesome, producing excessive messaging or the fast
process and may have higher channel access probability
diffusion of false negatives.
 Naive strategy: A selfish node always chooses a small
Consequently a negative diffusion factor γ that is the ratio
constant value as its back off time.[18]
of negative detections that are actually transmitted. This
value ranges from 0 (no negative detections are  Random strategy: Instead of choosing a small constant
back off time, a selfish node randomly chooses its back
transmitted) to 1 (all negative detections are transmitted).
off time from a smaller fixed contention window than
A low value for the γ factor is enough to neutralize the
that of normal nodes, for example, 1⁄20; CWmin =4Š .
effect of false positives and false negatives. Finally, when
[17]Thus, the selfish nodes expected back off period is
the diffusion module receives a new contact event from
smaller than that of normal nodes.
the watchdog, it transmits a message including this
information to the new neighbour node.[11][12]When the  G-Persistent strategy: Instead of choosing a fixed
neighbour node receives a message, it generates an event
contention window size, a selfish node still follows the
to the network information module with the list of these
IEEE BEB (Binary Exponential Back off) rule to double
positive (and negative) detections.
its contention window size in case of retransmissions.
[16] However, its back off time is determined by
Behaviour of malicious nodes is modeled from the
multiplying a randomly chosen value in current
receiver perspective, which is based on the probability of
contention window by a control parameter in current
receiving wrong information about a given node. When
contention window.
that given contact node occurs with a malicious node that
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3. The routing table structure is modified to store the trust
value for each entry of source to destination when
receiving a positive value of a node that is not a selfish
node.[21] From the receiver point of view a perfect
malicious node will always provide wrong information. In
this case, the malicious node, in order to send wrong
information must know the state of each node.
4. AODV sends request to update the routing path at
regular intervals. Hence, at regular intervals, source node
is going to have multiple paths. Each paths having its trust
value from which one with the maximum trust is
Figure 2.1: CoCoWa Architecture
selected.[24] It can transmit this information to it so, from
The major characteristics of selfish nodes include the that moment on, both nodes store information about this
following:
positive (or negative) detections. [21][23]Therefore, a
node can become aware about selfish nodes directly (using
 Do not participate in routing process
its watchdog) or indirectly, through the collaborative
 Do not reply or send hello messages
transmission of information that is provided by other
 Intentionally delay the RREQ packet
nodes
 Dropping of data packet
5. A node detecting a selfish node using its watchdog is
Disadvantages of COCOWA
marked as positive, and if it is detected as a non-selfish
 The selfish nodes was Increased
node, it is marked as negative. [26]The method to handle
 The packet loss was Increased
RREP packet is changed to update the route entry when
 Throughput was reduced
new path is received with greater trust than current trust
 Overhead was Increased
value to send RREQ packet to destination every time
 Selfish nodes can seriously degrade the performance thereby disabling the mechanism to initiate RREP packet
of packet transmission.
at intermediate nodes[27][28].
III. TRUST MODEL
3.1 AODV Protocol:
AODV is a very simple, efficient, and effective routing
protocol for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks which do not have
fixed topology. [31]This algorithm was motivated by the
limited bandwidth that is available in the media that are
used for wireless communications. [32] It borrows most of
the advantageous concepts from DSR and DSDV
algorithms. The on demand route discovery and route
maintenance from DSR and hop-by-hop routing, usage of
node sequence numbers from DSDV make the algorithm
cope up with topology and routing information.[22]
Obtaining the routes purely on-demand makes AODV a
very useful and desired algorithm for MANETs.
3.2TRUST
BASED
COCOWA
ROUTING
PROTOCOL
COCOWA along trust model is incorporated with AODV
routing protocol in order to prevent the malicious behavior
and to achieve uniform utilization of network resources.
The AODV protocol is modified as described below.
1. AODV sends RREP (Route REPly)packet for each
RREQ (Route REQust packet it receives, thereby enabling
AODV to make the destination sends multiple RREP
packets for single route request reception of information,
considering that not all contacts produce this
reception.[19] This aspect is similar to the collaboration
degree.
2. RREP involves sending the acknowledgement message
from destination to the source. After receiving this
message from RREP, the source sends the actual message
to destination[20]
Copyright to IJARCCE

Type

R AD G

Reserved

Hop count

RREQ ID
Postive(local) Postive(Indirect)
Negative(local) Negative(indirect)
RREQTime RREQRecvStrength RREQ Info
Destination IP Address
Destination Sequence Number
Originator IP Address
Originator Sequence Number
Lifetime
Trust of path
Table 3.1: Packet format
Table 3.1 shows about packet format for the trusted model
and the type of node and fields of RADG. RREQID is
route request ID to calculate message for sending actual
message. Reply for the messages are sent after calculating
positive or negative event for the node messages. The time
should be limited for trusting the node with strength. The
IP address and sequence number is to transmit the message
from source to destination. Life time is calculated based
on how long the message is sent to the destination in trust
path.
3.3 ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

 Reduction of selfish nodes
 Increase in throughput
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4. STEP BY STEP REPRESENTATION
DETECTING SELFISH NODE
TRUST MODEL

Detecting the Selfish Node

FOR detects the malicious nodes that attempt to launch gray
hole/collaborative blackhole attacks. In this scheme, the
address of an adjacent node is used as bait destination
address to bait malicious nodes to send a reply RREP
message, and malicious nodes are detected using a reverse
tracing technique. Any detected malicious node is kept in a
blackhole list so that all other nodes that participate to the
routing of the message are alerted to stop communicating
with any node in that list.
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